2021 Circle of Hope Members

Anonymous (2) Anonymou
Scott and Marge Agnew
cScot and Marge Agnew
Gerald and Elaine Bauerly
Gary and Kay Bechtold
Bob and Karen Bellmont
Dorothy Berg
Jim Berg and Mary Kruger
Mark and Kathleen Bernick
Joe and Helen Bettendorf
Jim and Yvonne Betts
Big River Group/ Bruce Miles
Dave and Jeanette Bileig
Jim and Ginny Bisek
Mike and Sheri Bitzan
Richard and Mimi Bitzan
Byron and PegAnne Bjorklund
John and Dee Dee Blatter
Rose Blesener and Bill Daly
Bob and Bernice Braun
Steve and Marlene Bresnahan
Keith and Joanne Broschofsky
Tom and Trish Bruce
Gloria M. Cessna
Cindy Colombo
David and Susan Currens
Nathan and Michelle Danielson
Jean Didier & Neil Franz
Matt and Joy Doke
David and June Domine
Roger and Rita Dullinger
Ed and Bernadette Dunn
Kevin and Deb Durken
Jerry and Deb Dusich
Tom and Karla Ehlinger
Barbara Eich
Linda Eich-DesJardins and
Joseph DesJardins
David and Betsy Eickhoff
Keith and Brenda Essenschenk
Farmers and Merchants State Bank
Gene and Jan Faulhaber
Merle and Kathy Felling
Mela and Dan Finn
Mick and Elizabeth Froelke
Michael Gallagher and Kateri Mancini
Michael Garrity and Sandy
Peck-Garrity
Frank and Helen Gessel
Nancy Gilbert
Roman and Linda George
Steve and Susan Gohman
Art and Barb Grachek
Tom and Janet Grones
HMA Architects/Murray and Sue Mack
Jason and Ann Hallonquist
Norm and Judy Hansen
Lee and Jan Hanson
Jack and Geri Happe
David Heim
Robert and Karen Hengel
Brad and Katie Hilger
Dr. Ken and Linda Holmen
Pat and Tamara Huersens
Kurt and Ruth Huntstiger
Inventre Foundation
Robert and Corrine Jacobs
Maureen James
Gerry Janson
Steve and Brenda Joul
Cathy and Darren Juiffs
Rita Kainz
Florian and Mary Kauth
Bishop Donald Kettler
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Abbott John Klassen
Kevin and Amy Kluesner
Rita Knuesel
John Kokula
Marina Koopmeiners
Al and Yvonne Kremers
Bill and Phyllis LeCrom
Jerry and Kathy Langer
Margy LaTour
David and Julie Leapaldt
Bill and Teresa LeClaire
Chris and Cassandra Lehn
Mike and Kathy Lehn
Bob and Lydia Leighton
Gretchen Leisen
Fr. Richard Leisen
Paul and Joan Lombardi
Steve and Barb Ludwig
John Mahowel M.D. and Donna Kuhl
Jane Marrin
Gary and Jane Marsden
Dr. John and Joyce Matsuura
Tod and Bobbie Mattson
McDowall Company
Jon and Ann McGee
Joan Menke
Rose Melttenberg
Joe and Susan Meyer
Mike and Jenny Meyer
Randy and Joan Meyer
Steve and Julie Meyer
Dave and Sarah Jane Nicoll
Jon and Mardi Noyes
Fr. Tom Olson
Merlyn and Ginny O'Malley
Steve and Deb Palmer
Deacon Steve and Donna Pareja
Mary J. Pfafcan
Pat and Joy Piamann
Powerhouse Outdoor Equipment, LLC
Ken and Mary Reuter
Jamie and Claudia Revermann
Barbara Rogen
Tony and Kara Rogers
Fr. Bob Rolfe
Dr. James and Ann Romanowksy
Jim and Linda Rudolph
Tom and Cathy Rudolph
Ryan Electric
Joe Sadowski
Duane and Terry Sakry
Steve and Michelle Sauer
Ed and Joyce Schaefer
Fr. Eb Schefers
Dana and Kara Schleicher
Jim and Ann Schleper
Ron and Dianne Schmitz
Scott and Eva Severson
Bob Sexton
Kris and Shelly Sheveland
Simonon Lumber
David and Jill Smith
Maureen Spanier
Kevin and Anita Spellacy
St. Cloud Surgical Center
Ed and Jeanette Stack
Andrew and Janelle Steil
Renae Sternke
Bob and Laurie Strack
Mark and Ann Thelen
Bob and JoAnne Thueringer
Tony and Joyce Tillemans
Mary Alice Tomporowski
Mary Torborg
Brandon and Emily Urke
Andy Vinson and Kathy Carton
Tom and Nansi Vos
Toy (Rosemary) Ward
James and Shirley Wasydyke
Jean Weitzel
John and Mary Weitzel
Pat and Vicky Welty
Hugo and Rita Weyrens
Bob and Penny White
James and Janet Willenbring
Tom and Cathy Williams
John and Laura Wocken
Dolora Young
Todd and Kyoko Zahn
Virginia Zenner
Denotes Ever-Green Member
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